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Abstract

Modern communication technologies enable efficient exchange of information, but often sacrifice

direct human interaction inherent in more traditional forms of communication. This raises the

question of whether the lack of personal interaction induces individuals to exploit informational

asymmetries. We conducted two experiments with 866 subjects to examine how human versus

machine interaction influences cheating for financial gain. We find that individuals cheat about

three times more when they interact with a machine rather than a person, regardless of whether

the machine is equipped with human features. When interacting with a human, individuals are

particularly reluctant to report unlikely favorable outcomes, which is consistent with social image

concerns. The second experiment shows that dishonest individuals prefer to interact with a machine

when facing an opportunity to cheat. Our results suggest that human interaction is key to mitigating

dishonest behavior and that self-selection into communication channels can be used to screen for

dishonest people.
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Introduction

Technological progress has radically transformed the way we communicate and interact with each other.

For example, employees increasingly collaborate from remote places without physically meeting each

other (e.g., Mateyka et al., 2012; Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016), and retailers are closing their brick

and mortar stores to sell their products online (e.g., Hortaçsu and Syverson, 2015; U.S. Department of

Commerce, 2017). While modern communication technologies enable us to connect more easily with

each other over great distances, they have also largely displaced face-to-face interactions and thereby

reduced the ”human touch” in our social and economic relationships (e.g., Turkle, 2012). In fact, recent

developments in artificial intelligence (e.g., chatbots) may even completely replace human interaction

in industries that have traditionally placed a strong emphasis on building close relationships, such as

banking and insurance (Brewster, 2016; Hall, 2017). However, informational asymmetries between

interacting parties characterize many of these relationships, creating opportunities for manipulation and

deception. This raises the question of how human-machine interaction affects people’s tendency to lie

and cheat.

Why should individuals be more or less likely to cheat when interacting with a machine rather than a

human being? Research in economics and other social sciences suggests that people are often motivated

by social image, i.e., they care about how others perceive them (see Bursztyn and Jensen, 2017 for a

recent overview). In the absence of a human counterpart, individuals may feel less observed and therefore

may pay less attention to their image. Thus, if individuals strive to be perceived as honest, they should

feel less comfortable telling a lie when interacting with a person instead of a machine. What if the

machine is made more human, i.e., it is capable of mimicking (at least to some degree) a real person?

According to social presence theory from social psychology (Short et al., 1976), people are sensitive to

the perceived presence or “realness” of the interaction partner, which depends on the number of human

cues (e.g., vocal pitch and gestures) that are transmitted through a communication medium.1 This

theory, therefore, makes a more nuanced prediction about the role of social image in human-machine

interactions. Specifically, a machine that is equipped with human features may activate individuals’

image concerns and thereby reduce their propensity to cheat.

We test these two hypotheses in a controlled online experiment in which subjects could increase their

earnings up to 20 Swiss francs (about US $20) by cheating on a coin-tossing task. Specifically, we asked

1The label “social presence” is unfortunate in this context because the theory is about the perceived realness of the
interaction partner rather than the actual presence of another person.
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subjects to flip a coin ten times, report their outcomes to the experimenter, and paid them according to

their alleged success rate. Subjects performed the coin tosses from a remote place (typically from home)

and reported their outcomes via the communication software Skype. We varied two factors using a two-

by-two factorial design: (i) whether subjects reported their outcomes to a person or a machine, and (ii)

whether the interaction involved oral or written communication. In treatment CALL, subjects had to

call the experimenter on Skype to report their outcomes. We instructed them to make the calls without

video to keep their identifiability constant across conditions and thus allowing a clean comparison of the

treatments. In treatment FORM, subjects had to type their outcomes into a non-interactive online form.

Thus, while subjects in treatment CALL interacted with a person, there was no human counterpart in

treatment FORM. Treatment ROBOT was identical to treatment CALL, with the exception that subjects

communicated with an interactive automated voice response system that prompted them to report their

outcomes using the experimenter’s pre-recorded voice messages. Thus, relative to treatment CALL,

we only varied the presence of a real person while keeping the communication mode constant across

conditions. Finally, we also conducted treatment CHAT where subjects had to report their outcomes

to the experimenter using Skype instant messaging. The comparison of treatments CALL and CHAT

allows us to test whether the transmission of richer human cues (i.e., voice instead of just text) affects

people’s tendency to cheat in human-human interactions.

Some design features are worth noting before we turn to the results. First, we designed the ex-

periment so that the wording for the reporting of the coin flip outcomes was identical across the four

conditions, permitting a ceteris paribus comparison of the treatments. We also informed the subjects

that they would not be asked any questions about the number of successful coin flips they report. Thus,

subjects did not have to worry about justifying their claims, even when they interacted with a person.

Second, because subjects performed the coin-tossing task in private, there was no way the experimenter

(nor anyone else) could unambiguously identify whether a specific subject cheated. There was thus no

actual risk of getting caught for misreporting unsuccessful coin flips. Finally, we gave subjects enough

time in all conditions to contemplate on the number of successful coin flips they wished to report before

they made their decisions. Thus, any differences between the human and machine conditions cannot be

explained by greater time pressure in the human conditions, a factor that has been previously shown to

affect people’s tendency to cheat (e.g., Shalvi et al., 2012; Capraro, 2017; Lohse et al., 2018)

We find that subjects reported 53.8% successful coin flips, on average, in treatment CALL. This

corresponds to a cheating rate of 7.6% if we assume that none of the subjects misreported their successful
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coin flips. By contrast, those in treatment FORM reported 61.7% successful coin flips, on average, which

corresponds to a cheating rate of 23.4%. Thus, the cheating rate is about three times greater in FORM

than in CALL. The two treatments do not only differ in the presence of a human counterpart, but also

in terms of media richness (i.e., voice vs. text). Treatment ROBOT enables a clean identification of the

role of human presence in honest behavior. In this treatment, subjects reported 60.1% successful coin

flips, on average, meaning that they cheated to a similar degree as in treatment FORM. Thus, making a

machine more human by adding human voice does not render people more honest. Finally, in treatment

CHAT, subjects reported 55.9% successful coin flips, on average, and were therefore similarly honest as

those in treatment CALL. This strengthens the evidence that interaction with a real person rather than

just human cues is key to promoting honest behavior.

Further analysis supports the notion that individuals’ image concerns induce dishonest behavior in

human-machine interaction. In particular, we find that subjects were almost three times as likely to

report a high, and therefore suspicious, success rate (i.e., 8, 9, or 10 successful coin tosses) when

reporting to a machine rather than to a human being. By contrast, more plausible success rates (i.e., 6

or 7 successful coin tosses) were reported with similar frequency across human and machine conditions.

Overall, these findings are consistent with individuals who behave honestly because they care about

other people’s impression of them.

The results of the first experiment raise the question of whether dishonest people anticipate feeling

less comfortable to misrepresent information when interacting with a person rather than with a machine.

In other words, is it possible to screen for dishonest people by offering different communication channels

that vary by whether or not a real person is at the other end of the line? To find out, we conducted

a second experiment with new subjects who were given the choice between the online form and calling

the experimenter on Skype to report the outcomes of their coin flips. Before making that choice, we

elicited their propensity to cheat using the same coin tossing task. Thus, subjects performed the same

task twice within one week – once under identical conditions to provide a proxy of their tendency to

cheat and the second time to elicit their preferred reporting channel.

When asked to choose between communication channels, we find that subjects were about equally

likely to select the call and the online form (50.5% vs. 49.5%). This suggests that the two reporting

methods were, on average, perceived as similarly convenient. However, alleged cheaters, i.e., those who

reported a high success rate in the initial coin tossing task, were significantly more likely to choose

the online form for the second coin tossing task. Our estimates suggest that a person who claims
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the maximum payoff (i.e., winning on every single coin flip) is 19 percentage points more likely to

select the online form compared to someone who reports 50% successful coin flips (the most likely

outcome). Thus, more dishonest individuals avoid human interaction when there is an opportunity to

cheat. This “selection on moral hazard” raises the possibility for firms and government agencies to

screen for dishonest people. For example, they could improve their auditing procedures by offering a

choice between different communication channels and targeting the suspicious cases of individuals who

chose not to interact with a representative.

Our paper relates to several strands of the literature. First, our findings contribute to a growing

literature in economics arguing that people strive to be perceived positively by others, even for non-

instrumental reasons, and that these social image concerns can affect a wide range of behaviors, including

charitable giving (e.g., Ariely et al., 2009; DellaVigna et al., 2012), labor supply (e.g., Kosfeld and

Neckermann, 2011), voting behavior (e.g., DellaVigna et al., 2017), and consumption choices (e.g.,

Bursztyn et al., 2017). Social image concerns have also recently been incorporated into theoretical

models of honesty to explain why many people do not exploit cheating opportunities to the full extent,

even if they cannot get caught (Abeler et al., 2016; Dufwenberg and Dufwenberg, 2018; Gneezy et al.,

2016; Khalmetski and Sliwka, 2017). Our results suggest that people indeed like to be perceived as

honest, and that the mere presence of a stranger at the other end of the line induces them to behave

more honestly. In this sense, our paper also adds to the rapidly growing literature on the social and

psychological motives of honest behavior (e.g., Gneezy, 2005; Mazar et al., 2008; Irlenbusch and Villeval,

2015; Shalvi et al., 2015; Abeler et al., 2016; Gächter and Schulz, 2016; Cohn and Maréchal, 2016).

Second, there is a literature on the evolutionary origins of prosociality arguing that our ancestors’

living circumstances shaped human psychology in a lasting manner that now induces us to behave

altruistically and honestly even towards genetically unrelated strangers (e.g., Dawkins, 2006; Trivers,

2006). The idea is that humans evolved in small groups where repeated interactions were common and

people therefore had strong reputational incentives to behave prosocially. These reputational concerns

became so deeply ingrained that even the slightest cues of being observed by others can trigger prosocial

behavior. Indeed, several studies show that even subtle human cues (e.g., an image of watching eyes)

increase people’s propensity to act altruistically and honestly (e.g., Haley and Fessler, 2005; Bateson

et al., 2006; Ernest-Jones et al., 2011). However, the evolutionary legacy hypothesis has also been

contested as other studies failed to replicate the original findings (e.g., Fehr and Schneider, 2010; Cai

et al., 2015; Northover et al., 2017). Our results from treatment ROBOT suggest that vocal cues are
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not sufficient to activate people’s reputational or image concerns. Instead, they point to the importance

of real-time human interaction.

Third, several studies suggest that people act more prosocially when they are personally more identi-

fiable and observable (Hoffman et al., 1996; Bohnet and Frey, 1999; Rege and Telle, 2004; Andreoni and

Petrie, 2004; Charness et al., 2007; Ariely et al., 2009) – although this finding is not without controversy

(Bolton et al., 1998; Barmettler et al., 2012). In contrast, we analyze the impact of human presence on

honesty, holding identifiability constant. For example, the experimenter had exactly the same amount of

information (including cues in subjects’ voices) about the subjects in ROBOT and CALL. Understanding

the independent role of human presence in honest behavior is important given the ongoing trend towards

automatization.2

Finally, our paper also connects to a long-standing literature studying the impact of communication

on economic behavior, such as coordination (e.g., Cooper et al., 1992; Crawford, 1998), cooperation

(e.g., Isaac and Walker, 1988; Bicchieri and Lev-On, 2007; Oprea et al., 2014), bargaining (e.g., Roth,

1995; Valley et al., 2002), and contract design (Brandts et al., 2016).3 These studies typically focus on

the effects of pre-play communication, i.e., how interacting parties change their actions when they are

given the opportunity to send messages or talk to each other before making their choices. In contrast,

we study how communication between humans and machines affects behavior while keeping the content

of the communication constant across conditions. Our study further departs from the existing literature

by providing evidence that individuals anticipate the effects of social presence on their behavior and

therefore avoid communication environments that require them to interact with another person.

Experiment 1 – Does digitized communication encourage dishonesty?

Design and procedures

We recruited subjects from the University of Zurich and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in

Zurich (ETH) participant pool using the software h-root (Bock et al., 2014).4 To recruit subjects, we

2Two other studies investigated the impact of telephone (and face-to-face, respectively) versus computer interaction
on honest behavior (Abeler et al., 2014 and Conrads and Lotz, 2015). However, relative to computer interaction, reporting
outcomes by phone or face-to-face not only changes whether or not another person is present but also the degree to which
subjects are identifiable.

3A few papers also explored the impact of non-binding promises on trust and trustworthiness (Ellingsen and Johannes-
son, 2004; Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006; Vanberg, 2008; Corazzini et al., 2014).

4We excluded psychology students and subjects who had never participated in an economic lab experiment to ensure
that they trusted our payment procedure. We also excluded individuals who had participated in previous experiments
involving the coin tossing task.
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first sent out an email eliciting their interest in participating in our study. Because the experiment

was organized into individual sessions and required the software Skype, we asked potential subjects to

indicate their availability and confirm that they have a Skype account. We informed them that their

personal data would be anonymized for the analysis and treated confidentially, and then obtained their

consent to participate in the study. We then sent out a second email, asking subjects to select a time slot

for their participation. We also reminded them that in order to participate, they would need a computer

with stable Internet connection and Skype, and asked them to be in an undisturbed environment at

the time of their participation. This procedure, including the requested contact information in the

registration stage, was the same across all conditions.5

At the beginning of a session, the experimenter contacted subjects on Skype to welcome them to

the study. This stage was held constant across treatments to avoid differential selection based on initial

contact. The experimenter first checked that the subjects were in a quiet place, and then told them that

they need to get a piece of paper, a pen, and a coin. They then received a link to a short online survey

that started with filler questions about life satisfaction and subjective well-being. Subsequently, subjects

were instructed to flip a coin ten times and note the outcomes on paper. For each coin toss, they

could earn 2 Swiss Francs (about US $2), depending on the outcome they reported at the end of the

experiment. A payoff table indicated for each coin toss whether heads or tails would result in a monetary

payoff (for more details on the procedures and instructions for the coin tossing task, see Online Appendix

B). Subjects could increase their earnings by misreporting the outcomes of unsuccessful coin tosses. The

stakes were significant, as subjects could earn up to 20 Swiss Francs within a relatively short amount

of time (average completion time was about 14 minutes). Moreover, since subjects carried out the coin

tosses from a remote place, i.e., without being monitored, they could hide behind chance and nobody

(including the experimenter) could determine with certainty whether a specific subject misreported their

coin tosses. Subjects thus had a strong financial incentive to cheat without risk of getting caught.

However, reporting a high success rate might come across as suspicious and undermine a subject’s

appearance of being an honest person. Although it is impossible to identify cheating at the individual

level, we are able to assess the extent of cheating in a group as the distribution from honest reporting is

objectively defined. Specifically, assuming that none of the subjects cheated to their disadvantage (i.e.,

reporting that an outcome was not successful when it in fact it was so), we can estimate the cheating

5Subjects registered for the study by providing their name, email address and Skype name as contact details. We
obtained IRB approval from the Human Subjects Committee of the Faculty of Economics, Business Administration, and
Information Technology at the University of Zurich.
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rates for the different conditions (see Houser et al. 2012): Let m be the percentage of misreported coin

tosses. The percentage of outcomes reported as successful p is thus given by

p = m+ (1−m) · 0.5 = 0.5 · (1 +m). (1)

A subject who cheats on a given coin toss reports a successful outcome with a probability of 1. In

contrast, a subject who tells the truth reports a successful outcome only with a probability of 0.5. We

can therefore characterize the percentage of misreported coin tosses as

m = 2 · p− 1 (2)

The coin tossing task (and variations of it) has been shown to reliably predict rule-violating behavior

in natural settings, including violations of prison rules (Cohn et al., 2015), misbehavior in school (Cohn

and Maréchal, 2016), absenteeism in the workplace (Hanna and Wang, 2014), free riding on public

transport (Dai et al., 2016), and adulteration of milk (Kröll and Rustagi, 2016).

We implemented four treatments that varied, in a between-subjects design, how subjects reported

the outcomes of their coin flips. In treatment CALL, subject hat to report their outcomes to the

experimenter via a Skype call. They were instructed to turn off the video feature. We did this to keep

subjects’ identifiability constant across conditions. In treatment FORM, subjects received on Skype a link

to a non-interactive online form where they could enter their outcomes. In treatment ROBOT, subjects

used Skype to call an interactive voice response system with pre-recorded voice messages from the

experimenters that asked them to report their outcomes. Thus, the only factor that changes compared

to treatment CALL is whether or not subjects interacted with a real person.

In particular, we kept the degree of identifiability constant across the two conditions because subjects

reported their outcomes orally in both treatments and therefore revealed the same vocal cues. Finally,

subjects in treatment CHAT were asked to report their outcomes by chatting with the experimenter on

Skype. We informed subjects about the communication channel before they tossed the coin. This is

a complete 2x2 factorial design that varied (i) whether subjects interacted with another human being,

and (ii) whether they reported their outcomes orally or in writing (see Table 1).

We designed our experiment so that the reporting of the coin flips was semantically identical across

treatments. We used the same wording in each condition when we asked subjects to report their
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Table 1. Overview of treatments in Experiment 1

written oral
communication communication

machine
FORM ROBOT

interaction

human
CHAT CALL

interaction

outcomes. They simply had to reply with ”Heads” or ”Tails” (either in writing or verbally) for each

coin toss, permitting a ceteris paribus comparison of the treatments. In addition, we explicitly told all

subjects that they would not be asked any questions in response to what they reported. Thus, they did

not have to worry about justifying their reports in any of the treatments. Because some studies suggest

that time pressure affects people’s likelihood to cheat (e.g., Shalvi et al., 2012; Capraro, 2017; Lohse

et al., 2018), we separated the actual tossing and reporting stages, and let subjects decide when they

wanted to proceed to the reporting stage. This feature minimized differences in perceived time pressure

between treatments.6

The experiment was conducted in two waves. The first took place in October and November 2013

and featured the treatments CALL, FORM, and CHAT with a total of n=257 participants. In the second

wave (n=211), which took place a year later, we conducted treatment ROBOT and, to provide clean

comparison groups, we replicated treatments CALL and FORM.7 Subjects were on average 24 years old

and 48.9% were male. In total, we employed five experimenters, two female and three male. Tables

A.1 and A.2 in Online Appendix A present randomization checks and show that subjects’ background

characteristics are, with the exception of certain fields of study, well balanced both across conditions and

waves. The regression analyses control for subjects’ field of study and other background characteristics.

Results

Figure 1 shows that subjects were relatively honest when calling the experimenter on Skype to report

their coin flips (see Table A.1 in Online Appendix A for the distribution of successful coin tosses by

treatment). On average, they reported 53.8% successful coin flips in treatment CALL, which is only

slightly, though significantly, higher than the honesty benchmark of 50.0% (95%-confidence interval:

6We report supporting evidence in the last paragraph of the “Mechanism”-subsection. The time gap between the
tossing and reporting stages also mimics many real-life situations, such as when a person involved in a car accident takes
some time to process the event before calling the insurance company to report the damage.

7In total, 152 subjects participated in treatment CALL (across both waves), 86 in CHAT, 161 in FORM (across both
waves), and 86 in ROBOT. We find no significant differences between wave 1 and 2 for treatments CALL and FORM (see
Table A.3 in Online Appendix A).
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Figure 1. Information communication technology and cheating
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Note: Percentage of successful coin tosses reported in each treatment.
Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.

51.3–56.2%). This corresponds to a cheating rate of 7.6% (see equation 2). By contrast, cheating

was more common when subjects used the online form. They reported 61.7% successful coin flips, on

average, in treatment FORM (95%-confidence interval: 58.7–64.7%), which is significantly higher than

the average success rate reported in CALL (p<0.001, rank-sum test). The estimated cheating rate is

23.4% in FORM, and thus three times larger than in CALL. We replicate this effect if we split the

data by waves. In the first wave, subjects reported 53.5% and 62.0% successful coin flips in CALL and

FORM, respectively (p=0.005, rank-sum test). The numbers are essentially the same in the second

wave with success rates of 54.0% in CALL and 61.3% in FORM (p=0.035, rank-sum test).

Is the difference in cheating between CALL and FORM due to the richness of the communication

medium (i.e., voice vs. text) or the presence of a real person? The results of treatment ROBOT

suggest that real-time human interaction is essential for promoting honest behavior. Figure 1 shows that

subjects cheated to a similar extent in ROBOT and FORM. They reported 60.1% successful coin tosses,
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on average, in ROBOT (95% confidence interval: 55.5–64.7%). This is not significantly different from

FORM (p=0.721, rank-sum test) and corresponds to a cheating rate of 20.2%. Thus, subjects cheated

to a similar degree when interacting with a machine, regardless of whether the machine was equipped

with human cues. By contrast, subjects cheated significantly more in ROBOT than in CALL (p=0.011,

rank-sum test), despite both conditions being identical in terms of media richness and identifiability.

Therefore, these results do not support social presence theory (Short et al., 1976), as the theory proposes

that communication channels that transmit more human cues are more likely to activate people’s social

image concerns. In other words, the vocal cues in treatment ROBOT seem unable to induce subjects

to subconsciously believe that they were interacting with a human being.

We do not find evidence for social presence theory in the realm of human-human interaction either.

Figure 1 shows that subjects reported 55.9% successful coin flips on average in treatment CHAT (95%

confidence interval: 52.3–59.5%). Thus, while subjects reported more successful coin flips in CHAT

than in CALL, the difference is small and not significant (p=0.363, rank-sum test). In contrast, the

average success rate reported in CHAT is significantly lower than in FORM despite the fact that subjects

used text to report their outcomes in both conditions (p=0.034, rank-sum test). Together, the results

point to the importance of real-time human interaction rather than feature-richness of a communication

medium for people’s tendency to cheat.8

We now turn to the regression analysis, which allows us to control for background characteristics.

We estimate the following Probit model:

Pr (yit = 1 | T i,xi, zj) = Φ
(
α+ β1FORMi + β2ROBOTi + β3CHATi + γ ′xi + δ′zi

)
(3)

where Pr (·) denotes the probability that subject i reported a successful outcome in trial t (i.e., yit = 1),

T i represents a set of dummy of variables for treatments FORM, ROBOT, and CHAT (treatment CALL

is therefore the reference category), xi is a vector of individual background variables, including age,

gender, Swiss nationality, and field of study (six categories), zi are experimenter fixed effects, and Φ is

the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. We report average marginal

8Media richness theory is another popular theory in communication research (Daft and Lengel, 1986). However, this
theory makes the opposite prediction of social presence theory in regard to media richness and honesty. Specifically, the
theory proposes that individuals will be more likely to cheat when using a communication medium that transmits more
human cues, as it allows them to more effectively communicate complex and ambiguous information, such as a lie.
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Table 2. Information communication technology and cheating

(1) (2)

Dependent variable yit = 1: coin toss reported as successful

FORM 0.080*** 0.080***
(0.019) (0.019)

ROBOT 0.063** 0.069***
(0.025) (0.025)

CHAT 0.020 0.017
(0.021) (0.022)

Age (years) -0.001 -0.001
(0.001) (0.001)

Male subject 0.027* 0.027
(0.017) (0.017)

Swiss nationality -0.015 -0.015
(0.020) (0.020)

Controls:
Field of study yes yes
Experimenter FE no yes

Observations 4,680 4,680

Subjects 468 468

Note: Probit average marginal effect with standard errors, corrected for clustering at the individual
level, displayed in parentheses. The dependent variable is always a dummy indicating whether a
subject reported a coin toss as successful (10 observations per subject). The main independent
variable are dummies which indicate whether a subject was in either treatments FORM, ROBOT,
CHAT (CALL is the reference category). Additional independent variables include the subject’s age
in years, dummies for being male, Swiss citizenship, different fields of studies, and dummies to control
for the experimenters’ identities. Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

effects with standard errors clustered at the subject level to account for possible correlation of the

residuals within individuals.

Table 2 presents the regression results, without (column 1) and with experimenter fixed effects

(column 2). We find that subjects were 8 percentage points more likely to report a successful outcome

in FORM than in CALL (p<0.001 in both columns, Wald tests; the base rate in CALL is 53.8%).

Likewise, subjects were about 7 percentage points more likely to report a successful outcome in ROBOT

than in CALL (p=0.012 and 0.007, Wald tests), suggesting that the absence of a human counterpart

encourages dishonest behavior. The difference between FORM and ROBOT is not significant (p=0.540

and 0.683, Wald tests). Thus, making a machine more human by adding human voice has no impact

on the interaction partner’s honesty. In contrast, subjects in CHAT were about 6 percentage points less
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likely to report a successful outcome than those in FORM (p=0.010 and 0.007, Wald tests), but they

were similarly likely to report a successful outcome relative to those in CALL (p=0.347 and 0.434, Wald

tests). This suggests that media richness plays a minor role in honest behavior. None of the experimenter

fixed effects reach statistical significance at the conventional level, meaning that the experimenters did

not affect the subjects differentially. Overall, the regression results confirm the preceding non-parametric

analysis, suggesting that real-time human interaction promotes honest behavior.9

Mechanism

Why does human interaction encourage honest behavior? One possibility is that people care about

their social image, i.e., they want to be perceived as honest (Abeler et al., 2016; Dufwenberg and

Dufwenberg, 2018; Gneezy et al., 2016; Khalmetski and Sliwka, 2017; see also Bursztyn and Jensen,

2017 for a recent review of the social image literature). However, individuals may pay less attention

to their image when interacting with a machine relative to a human being. If true, we should observe

that subjects are less likely to report high, and therefore potentially suspicious, success rates such as

8, 9, or 10 successful coin flips to a human (i.e., treatments CALL or CHAT) than to a machine (i.e.,

treatments FORM or ROBOT).10

Figure 2 is very much in line with this prediction. We find that 8.4% (95% confidence interval:

4.9–12.0%) of the subjects reported 8 or more successful coin flips when they reported to a human

being. Given that we should expect 5.5% of the subjects to do so if everyone reports truthfully, this

suggests that only a few more individuals than predicted by chance claimed a high success rate when

reporting to the experimenter. In sharp contrast, the share of subjects reporting 8, 9 and 10 winning

coin flips is 20.9% (95% confidence interval: 15.6–26.2%) when they reported to a machine. Thus, the

excess incidence of unlikely high success rates is more than five times larger in the machine relative to

the human conditions, suggesting that subjects felt more at ease to cheat outright when they reported

to a machine.

We also estimate the following Probit model to underpin these results statistically:

Pr (yi ∈ {8, 9, 10} | MACHINEi,xi, zj) = Φ
(
α+ β1MACHINEi + γ ′xi + δ′zi

)
(4)

9We further find that students in business and economics are more likely to cheat (p=0.018 and 0.017, Wald tests).
This is line with previous research that documents a positive correlation between studying economics and self-interested
behavior (see Frank et al., 1993; Frey and Meier, 2003; López-Pérez and Spiegelman, 2012; Cappelen et al., 2015)

10The probability of 8, 9, and 10 successful coin flips is 4.4%, 1.0%, and 0.1%, respectively. For comparison, the
probability of 6 and 7 successful coin flips is 20.5% and 11.7%, respectively.
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Figure 2. Unlikely outcomes in human versus machine interaction
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Note: Percentage of subjects who reported 8 or more successful coin
tosses in human interaction (i.e., treatments CALL and CHAT) and
machine interaction (i.e., treatments FORM and ROBOT). Error
bars indicate standard error of the mean.

where Pr (·) denotes the probability that subject i reported 8, 9, or 10 successful coin flips. MACHINEi

is an indicator which takes a value of one if the subject reported to a machine (i.e., treatment FORM

or ROBOT). As before, xi and zi capture control variables and experimenter fixed effects. We report

average marginal effects with robust standard errors. As a robustness check, we also estimate the same

model using a dummy for more plausible success rates as dependent variable (i.e., 6 or 7 successful coin

flips).

Column (1) in Table 3 reports the results for high and therefore unlikely success rates (i.e., 8 or

more successful coin flips). We find that the share of subjects reporting 8, 9, or 10 successful coin flips

is 15.4 percentage points higher in the machine conditions, which is statistically significant (p<0.001,

Wald test).11 We do not observe such a pattern for more plausible success rates (i.e., 6 or 7 successful

11We obtain qualitatively similar results if we take a cutoff at 9 instead of 8 successful coin flips or if we do not use the
pooled MACHINE but the individual treatment dummies.
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Table 3. Human interaction and unlikely outcomes

(1) (2)

Dependent variable: yi ∈ {8, 9, 10} yi ∈ {6, 7}

MACHINE 0.154*** -0.008
(0.032) (0.046)

Base rate 0.084*** 0.408***
(0.018) (0.032)

Expected rate 0.055 0.322

Controls:
Age yes yes
Gender yes yes
Nationality yes yes
Field of study yes yes
Experimenter FE yes yes

Observations 468 468

Note: Probit average marginal with robust standard errors displayed in parentheses. The
dependent variable in column (1) is a dummy indicating whether a subject reported 8, 9, or
10 successful coin tosses. In column (2), the dependent variable indicates whether a subject
reported 6 or 7 successful coin tosses. The main independent variable MACHINE is a dummy
which indicates whether a subject reported to a machine (i.e., treatments FORM or ROBOT).
The two treatments with human interaction (i.e., CALL and CHAT) serve as the reference
category. ”Base rate” and ”Expected rate” refer to the proportion of positive outcomes for
the dependent variable which is either observed in the reference category or expected under
truthful reporting, respectively. Control variables include a subject’s age and dummies for
gender, Swiss citizenship, field of study, and experimenter. Significance levels: * p<0.10, **
p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

coin flips), as shown in column (2). Although subjects reported 6 or 7 successful coin flips more often

than predicted by chance (40.8% instead of 32.2%; 95% confidence interval: 34.4–47.0%), they did so

to a similar extent regardless of whether they reported to a person or a machine (p=0.862, Wald test).

Together, these results suggest that subjects were reluctant to report success rates that are unlikely and

may therefore raise suspicion when interacting with a person. This is consistent with the notion that

people have a desire to maintain a positive social image.

We explore alternative explanations for why subjects cheated less when interacting with a human

rather than a machine. For example, while the detection probability was effectively zero in all conditions,

it is nevertheless conceivable that some subjects erroneously thought that they could get caught cheating

and that they would not get paid. If true, we should observe that our results differ depending on subjects’

risk attitudes. Specifically, we should see that (i) more risk-averse subjects were generally less likely
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to cheat, and (ii) that the difference between the machine and human conditions is larger for risk-

averse subjects, as they might have worried more about getting caught when they interacted with the

experimenter.

To address this, we elicited subjects’ risk attitudes using an experimentally validated survey question

developed (Dohmen et al., 2011; see also Falk et al., 2018 and Schürmann et al., 2018 for additional

validations of this questionnaire measure). Specifically, we asked subjects ”How do you see yourself:

Are you generally a person who is fully prepared to take risks or do you try to avoid taking risks” using

an 11-point Likert scale ranging from ”not at all willing to take risk” to ”very willing to take risks.” For

ease of interpretation, we reversed coded the answers and normalized the values to a mean of zero and

a standard deviation of one. The resulting variable can thus be interpreted as a proxy for risk aversion

in standard deviation units. We then estimate a Probit-model very similar to (4) which differs in two

aspects: First, we use whether coin toss t by subject i is reported as successful (yit = 1) as the dependent

variable. Second, we add our measure for risk aversion and its interaction with the MACHINE-dummy

as independent variables. This interaction term allows testing whether more risk-averse subjects are

more sensitive to the presence or absence of another person to which they report.

Table 4 presents the results in three steps. Column (1), which presents the results without controlling

for our measure of risk aversion, shows that subjects were about 7.2 percentage points more likely to

report a successful outcome when reporting to a machine rather than a person (p<0.001, Wald test).

Column (2) indicates that, across conditions, subjects’ risk aversion does not significantly predict their

likelihood of reporting successful outcomes (p=0.756, Wald test). This suggests that our experimental

design successfully eliminated perceived threats of punishment. Moreover, controlling for risk aversion

does not change the coefficient of the MACHINE-dummy. Column (3) reports the results when we

additionally include the interaction between risk aversion and the MACHINE-dummy. This allows us

to estimate the slope of the risk aversion-coefficient separately for the machine and human conditions.

If subjects thought that the chance of getting caught and punished was smaller when reporting to a

machine, we should see that more risk-averse individuals felt significantly more comfortable cheating

in the machine conditions. However, we find that the coefficient of risk aversion remains small and is

not significantly different from zero in either condition (p=0.192 and p=0.428, Wald test). Also, the

difference between the two coefficients is not statistically significant (p=0.143, Wald-Test). Overall,

the results do not support the conjecture that punishment concerns drive our main result.
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Table 4. Risk aversion and cheating

(1) (2) (3)

Dependent variable yit = 1: coin toss reported as successful

MACHINE 0.072*** 0.072*** 0.073***
(0.016) (0.016) (0.016)

Risk aversion -0.003
(0.009)

Risk aversion (at MACHINE=0) -0.015
(0.012)

Risk aversion (at MACHINE=1) 0.010
(0.013)

Controls
Age yes yes yes
Gender yes yes yes
Nationality yes yes yes
Field of Study yes yes yes
Experimenter FE yes yes yes

Observations 4,680 4,680 4,680

Subjects 468 468 468

Note: Probit average marginal effect with standard errors, corrected for clustering at the individual
level, displayed in parentheses. The dependent variable is a dummy indicating whether subjects
reported a coin toss as successful (10 observations per subject). The main independent variable
MACHINE is a dummy which indicates whether a subject reported to a machine (i.e., treatments
FORM or ROBOT). The two treatments with human interaction CALL and CHAT are omitted
and serve as the reference category. Column (2) includes a proxy for subjects’ risk aversion based
on their response to the question “How do you see yourself: Are you generally a person who is
fully prepared to take risks or do you try to avoid taking risks” using an 11-point Likert scale
ranging from “not at all willing to take risk” to “very willing to take risks.” We normalized the
risk aversion proxy to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. Column (3) displays the
relationship between risk aversion for the two values of the MACHINE-dummy. Control variables
include a subject’s age and dummies for gender, Swiss citizenship, field of study, and experimenter.
Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Could our findings be explained by differences in time pressure across conditions? Perhaps subjects

felt more pressure when reporting to the experimenter, and consequently cheated less (see Capraro,

2017; Lohse et al., 2018). We minimized this possibility in two ways. First, we informed subjects

that they would not be asked any questions about what they report. Second, we separated the coin

tossing and reporting stage to give subjects enough time to think about what they want to report. To

further investigate the plausibility of this explanation, we also elicited subjects’ perceived time pressure

by asking them ”To what extent did you feel under time pressure when reporting the outcomes of your

coin tosses?” using a 7-point Likert scale with possible answers ranging from ”not at all” (=0) to ”very

much” (=6). Yet, 78.4% of the subjects reported a zero or one on this scale, indicating that a majority

of the subjects did not feel any pressure when they reported their outcomes. Perceived time pressure is

not only low across all conditions, but also almost identical between the human and machine conditions

(0.90 vs. 0.91, p=0.625, rank-sum test). Thus, it is unlikely that subjects were cheating less in the

human conditions because of time pressure.

Experiment 2 – Do dishonest people prefer interacting with a machine?

The results of the first experiment suggest that individuals behave more dishonestly when they interact

with a machine compared to a human being. Could self-selection into communication channels be used

as a device to screen for dishonest people? To find out, we conducted a second experiment in which

subjects could choose between reporting their coin flips to the experimenter or to a machine. If dishonest

individuals anticipate that they will feel less comfortable misreporting unsuccessful coin flips to a person,

they should prefer to report their outcomes to the machine.

Design and procedures

We recruited a new sample of subjects for the second experiment using a similar procedure as for the

first experiment. In the invitation email, we additionally explained that the study consists of two parts,

taking place roughly one week apart. While subjects completed the first part (Part A) independently,

they had to indicate their availability for the second part (Part B) so that we could schedule individual

sessions with an experimenter. We further told them that, although they had to sign up and commit

to participate in both parts, only every fourth subject, selected at random, would eventually participate

in Part B.12 Those selected to participate in both parts were paid according to their responses in one

12We limited the number of participants for Part B because our main focus is subjects’ choices in Part A.
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of the two parts, which was randomly determined at the end of the study. We chose this procedure to

prevent carry-over effects between the two parts. Subjects selected to participate only in Part A were

paid based on their responses in that part. Finally, we assured participants that their data would be

analyzed only in anonymous form and treated confidentially, and obtained their informed consent.

For Part A, subjects received an email on a pre-announced date which asked them to complete

a short online survey by the end of the day. The survey began with the same filler questions about

life satisfaction and subjective well-being as in Experiment 1. Just like in treatment FORM, subjects

were subsequently instructed to perform ten coin tosses and to report the outcomes online using a

non-interactive form. Each coin toss could yield a payoff of 2 Swiss Francs. Because higher earnings

are less likely to be the result of chance, we can use the earnings from this coin tossing task as a proxy

for individuals’ tendency to cheat. At the end of the survey, subjects were instructed to toss the coin

another ten times and note the outcomes on paper. Then, they were asked to choose how to report the

outcomes of the second coin tossing task in Part B of the study. They could choose between reporting

their results to the experimenter via Skype call (without video), or they could use the online form. The

two options were presented in randomized order.

Those subjects selected for participation in Part B received a Skype call from the experimenter a few

days later at the agreed date and time. Thus, Part B always started with a quick Skype call, regardless

of whether subjects chose to report their coin flips using the online form (and subjects knew this at the

time of their choice). They were then either sent a link to the online form or reported their outcomes

to the experimenter, depending on the choice they made in Part A (see instructions in Online Appendix

C). A total of 380 subjects participated in this experiment. They were 23 years old, on average, and

47.4% were male (see Table A.4 in Online Appendix A). We employed one experimenter for Part B.

Results

Overall, subjects were equally likely to choose either of the two communication channels. 50.5% of

the subjects chose to call the experimenter on Skype, and 49.5% of them chose the online form to

report their outcomes of the second coin tossing task (p=0.878, two-sided binomial test with 50% as

null hypothesis). This suggests that both ways of reporting were perceived as similarly convenient.

However, the binned scatter plot (following the procedure of Chetty et al. 2014) shows that subjects

who report a higher number of successful coin flips in part A of the experiment (i.e., those who have
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Figure 3. Screening for presumably dishonest people
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Note: Binned scatter plot (following the procedure of Chetty et al. 2014) illustrating the
relationship between the number of successful coin tosses in part A and the likelihood
of choosing to report the outcomes of the subsequent coin tossing task through the
online form in part B. To construct this plot, we regress both the choice to use the
online form (y-axis variable) and the number of successful coin flips (x-axis variable)
on our standard set of controls using OLS and calculate the residuals. We then group
the residuals of the x-axis variable into fifteen equally-sized bins. Within each bin,
we compute the mean of the x- and y-axis’ residuals and add the respective variable’s
unconditional sample mean to create a scatterplot of these data points. The solid line
represents the OLS regression line based on the underlying individual data.

presumably cheated) were also more likely to choose the online form to report their outcomes of the

second coin tossing task in part B.

We corroborate these results by estimating a Probit model of the following form:

Pr
(
ci = FORM | yAi ,xi

)
= Φ

(
α+ β1y

A
i + γ ′xi

)
(5)

where Pr(·) denotes the probability that subject i selected the online form for reporting the second set

of coin tosses, yAi is the number of successful coin flips from the first coin tossing task, and xi is our

standard set of control variables for subjects’ background characteristics. We report average marginal

effects with robust standard errors.
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Table 5. Selection into machine reporting

(1) (2)
Dependent variable ci = FORM: choice to report to a machine

Successful coin tosses in part A 0.038*** 0.039***
(0.013) (0.013)

Controls:
Age no yes
Gender no yes
Nationality no yes
Field of study no yes

Observations 380 380

Note: Probit average marginal effect with robust standard errors displayed in parentheses. The
dependent variable is a dummy variable indicating whether a subject chose to report to a machine
in part B of experiment 2. The main independent variable is the number of successful coin tosses
stated in part A. Control variables in column (2) include a subject’s age and dummies for gender,
Swiss citizenship, field of study, and experimenter. Significance levels: * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, ***
p<0.01.

Table 5 presents the estimation results. For every successful coin flip in Part A, subjects were about

3.9 percentage points more likely to select the online form for Part B (p=0.005 and p=0.003, Wald

tests). In other words, a subject who claimed to have been successful on every possible instance is 19

percentage points more likely to choose the online form relative to someone who reported 50% successful

coin flips. This results remains the same when we control for subjects’ background characteristics. By

contrast, none of the subjects’ background characteristics (i.e., age, gender, nationality, and field of

study) predicts their choices of the reporting channel significantly. In sum, when given the choice,

alleged cheaters avoid human interaction to report private information that they can manipulate to their

own material benefit.13

Conclusion

The digital age has radically changed the way we communicate and interact with each other. For

example, we walked over to the local branch of the insurance company to report a stolen bicycle 50

years ago, we called a representative of the insurance company 20 years ago, and we can just fill out

an online form or interact with a chatbot insurance agent today. Are we more likely to misrepresent

information when submitting an insurance claim online rather than in person or over the phone? In this

13In the second part of the study (with a reduced sample), we find that subjects were 8.5 percentage points more likely
to report a successful outcome when they chose the online form as opposed to calling the experimenter on Skype (p=0.009,
Wald test).
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paper, we examine the importance of human interaction in digital communication when individuals have

an incentive to exploit informational asymmetries to their own advantage. Our experimental paradigm

for measuring dishonest behavior is a coin tossing task in which subjects are asked to privately flip a

coin multiple times, report the outcomes from those coin flips, and then receive a payment depending

on the outcomes they report.

In the first experiment, we varied the communication channel through which subjects had to report

their coin flips and found that they cheat substantially less when they interact with a person rather than

a machine. Human interaction appears to be essential for honest reporting because equipping a machine

with human features (i.e., a human voice) does not encourage more honest behavior. Further analysis

proposes a mechanism based on social image concerns, i.e., individuals want to maintain an honest

appearance towards others, even if they will never meet them again. This underscores the importance

of real-time human interaction in reducing fraudulent behavior, a finding that has implications for

organizations which rely on customers’ or employees’ willingness to behave honestly, such as banks,

insurance companies, or tax collection authorities. But, of course, employing people is costly and may

not necessarily offset the benefits of reduced fraud. Nonetheless, our study ascribes a powerful role

to human interaction in mitigating dishonest behavior and therefore speaks to growing concerns that

robots and other computer-assisted technologies might render many of today’s workers obsolete (e.g.,

Autor, 2015; Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2017).

We conducted a second experiment to examine whether individuals with a greater tendency to

cheat avoid communication channels that require interacting with human beings. We indeed find that

subjects who are more likely to cheat prefer reporting their coin flips to a machine. This raises the

possibility for companies to screen for customers with an increased propensity to engage in fraudulent

activities. For example, firms could offer customer service through multiple communication channels

that differ by whether customers interact with a real agent. The self-selection of customers into different

communication channels is a promising tool for targeting monitoring efforts toward cases with high risk

of fraud and thereby reducing the cost of fraud detection.
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